Abstract. Adjective ordering preferences (e.g., big blue box vs. blue big box) are robustly attested in many unrelated languages (Dixon, 1982). Scontras et al. (2017) showed that adjective subjectivity is a robust predictor of ordering preferences in English: less subjective adjectives occur closer to the modified noun. In a follow-up to this finding, several authors have claimed that pressures from successful reference resolution and the hierarchical structure of modification explain subjectivity-based ordering preferences (Simonić, 2018; Franke et al., 2019; Scontras et al., 2019). In cases of restrictive modification, adjectives that compose with the nominal later will classify a smaller set of potential referents (e.g., the set of boxes vs. the set of blue boxes). To avoid alignment errors where a listener might mis-characterize the intended referent, speakers introduce the more error-prone (i.e., more subjective) adjectives later in the hierarchical construction of nominal structure; the structure linearizes such that subjectivity decreases the closer you get to the modified noun. The current study explores the predictions of this reference-resolution story by examining adjective ordering cross-linguistically: when adjectives incrementally restrict a nominal denotation, there should be pressure toward subjectivity-based orderings, but, in the absence of incremental restriction, such pressures should not obtain.
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1. Introduction

Adjective ordering preferences influence the relative order of adjectives in multi-adjective strings, for example big blue box vs. blue big box. English speakers exhibit a robust preference for the former order, such that color adjectives are preferred closer to the modified noun than size adjectives, and this same preference has been reported in a host of unrelated languages (e.g., Dixon, 1982; Sproat and Shih, 1991). Various proposals have been advanced to account for these preferences, from articulated syntactic hierarchies (Cinque, 1994; Scott, 2002) to appeals to psychological accessibility (Whorf, 1945; Martin, 1969) or ease of parsing (Bever, 1970). Recently, proposals that focus on issues of adjective meaning have gained large-scale empirical support.

Scontras et al. (2017) used corpus and behavioral data to show that adjective subjectivity is a robust predictor of adjective ordering preferences in English, such that less subjective adjectives are preferred closer to the modified noun. In big blue box, speakers perceive blue as less subjective than big, and so blue occurs closer to the noun.

In an attempt to explain this robust empirical generalization—that subjectivity predicts adjective ordering preferences—several authors have arrived at the conclusion that ordering ad-

1We thank the audience and organizers of Sinn und Bedeutung 24 in Osnabrück. Thanks also to members of the Quantitative Language Science Collective at UC Irvine for feedback on earlier versions of this work.

jectives with respect to decreasing subjectivity maximizes communicative success (Simonič, 2018; Hahn et al., 2018; Franke et al., 2019; Scontras et al., 2019). While different authors use different assumptions in their accounts, most agree that pressures from successful reference resolution and the hierarchical structure of nominal modification stand to explain subjectivity-based ordering preferences (Simonič, 2018; Franke et al., 2019; Scontras et al., 2019). In cases of restrictive modification, adjectives that compose with the nominal later will classify a smaller set of potential referents (e.g., the set of boxes vs. the set of blue boxes). To avoid alignment errors where a listener might mis-characterize the intended referent, speakers introduce the more error-prone (i.e., more subjective) adjectives later in the hierarchical construction of nominal structure; the structure linearizes such that subjectivity decreases the closer you get to the modified noun.

The current study explores the predictions of this communicative-efficiency story by examining adjective ordering cross-linguistically: when adjectives incrementally restrict a nominal denotation, there should be pressure toward subjectivity-based orderings, but, in the absence of incremental restriction, such pressures should not obtain. We investigate adjective ordering in both pre-nominal languages where adjectives precede nouns (English, Tagalog) and post-nominal languages where adjectives follow nouns (Spanish, Arabic). We also explore the role of linking particles that mediate the composition of modifiers (Rubin, 1994; Scontras and Nicola, 2014), contrasting such particles with run-of-the-mill conjunction. Our results further confirm the empirical generalization concerning subjectivity in adjective ordering; the results also add new support for accounts of subjectivity in adjective ordering that rely on incremental semantic restriction that tracks the hierarchical structure of modification.

2. Subjectivity-based ordering preferences

We begin by reviewing the empirical methodology of Scontras et al. (2017), which will serve as the foundation for our empirical investigations. We then review the details of Franke et al.’s (2019) proposal concerning the role of subjectivity in adjective ordering, identifying two predictions made by this proposal.

2.1. Evidence from English

Scontras et al. (2017) investigated whether aspects of adjective meaning explain adjective ordering preferences. Specifically, Scontras et al. tested whether adjectives are ordered with respect to decreasing subjectivity, such that adjectives perceived to be less subjective are preferred closer to the modified noun (Hetzron, 1978; Tucker, 1998; Hill, 2012). The authors began by measuring ordering preferences for 26 relatively frequent adjectives from seven semantic classes. Experimental participants were presented with a series of adjective-adjective-noun pairs that differed in the relative order of the adjectives, and they adjusted a slider to indicate which ordering sounded more natural (e.g., metal tiny chair vs. tiny metal chair in Figure 1). To validate this behavioral measure, Scontras et al. conducted a corpus analysis of naturally-occurring multi-adjective strings. The behavioral and corpus measures were found to be highly correlated ($r^2 = 0.83$), so the authors concluded that the behavioral measure effectively captured ordering preferences that speakers use when they form multi-adjective strings.

To measure subjectivity, Scontras et al. used a faultless disagreement task (Kölbel, 2004; Mac-
Farlane (2014). Participants were presented with short dialogues in which two speakers disagreed about a property ascription (e.g., whether some cheese was *rotten* in Figure 2). Participants had to decide whether the two speakers could both be right while disagreeing (i.e., whether they could faultlessly disagree), or whether one of the speakers must be wrong. Scontras et al. used an adjective’s potential for faultless disagreement as an index of adjective subjectivity.²

To evaluate the subjectivity hypothesis, Scontras et al. compared their subjectivity scores with the ordering preferences they measured. Subjectivity was found to explain between 85% and 88% of the variance in the ordering preferences. To test the generalizability of their findings, the authors also looked at ordering preferences for 74 adjectives found to naturally occur in multi-adjective strings in the Switchboard corpus of English telephone conversations; subjectivity accounted for 61% of the variance in the ordering preferences for these adjectives. Thus, Scontras et al. found strong evidence in support of their hypothesis: an adjective’s meaning does predict its distance from the noun it modifies, such that less subjective adjectives occur closer to the modified noun.

2.2. Subjectivity-based ordering maximizes communicative success

With clear evidence for the empirical generalization that subjectivity predicts adjective ordering preferences, the task turns next to explaining why subjectivity should play its role in adjective ordering. A number of proposals have recently been put forth, and, while they rely on different sets of assumptions, all of these proposals agree that adjectives are ordered with respect to decreasing subjectivity in an effort to maximize the communicative success of multi-adjective nominals (Simonič, 2018; Hahn et al., 2018; Franke et al., 2019; Scontras et al., 2019). In other words, multi-adjective strings ordered with respect to decreasing subjectivity are more likely to allow a speaker to successfully communicate their intended message to a listener. Here, we²

---

²In a separate experiment, Scontras et al. measured subjectivity by asking participants how “subjective” a given adjective was. These raw subjectivity scores were found to be highly correlated with estimates of faultless disagreement ($r^2 = 0.91$). We use raw the subjectivity scores from Scontras et al. in our analysis of English conjunction below.
review the specific proposal advanced by Franke et al. (2019), pointing out places where its assumptions overlap with those of other accounts.

The starting observation for all of the recent accounts of subjectivity-based adjective ordering is that less subjective content is, in a sense to be specified, more useful for effectively and efficiently communicating about the world. When a listener hears the adjective blue, the set of potential referents they imagine is likely to be more constrained or less variable than the set of referents they imagine when hearing big; we find evidence of this divergence reflected in the different faultless disagreement scores assigned to the two adjectives. When determining the order of a multi-adjective string, the descriptive generalization is that speakers prefer to place more useful, less subjective content closer to the modified noun. To see why, we have to consider in more detail the adjectives’ semantics.

Franke et al. (2019) focus on uses of adjectives that aid in establishing nominal reference. Thus, their aim is to make precise the notion that less subjective adjectives are more useful for successful reference resolution, and show that subjectivity-based adjective ordering leads to greater success. The authors assume the empirically-motivated context-dependent semantics from Schmidt et al. (2009). Under this semantics, an adjective like big characterizes those objects that meet the contextual cutoff for size. The cutoff is calculated on the basis of relative height by range, such that any object that falls within the top k% of the range of sizes in the context C counts as big in C. The corresponding lexical entry for big appears in (1), where size(x) finds the size of some object x, max is the size of the largest object in C, min is the size of the smallest object in C, and \( \theta = k/100 \).

\[
(1) \quad \big[ \text{big} \big]^C \equiv \lambda x \in C. \text{size}(x) \geq (\text{max} - \theta \cdot (\text{max} - \text{min}))
\]

Suppose the maximum object size in C is 10 (on some arbitrary scale), the minimum is 2, and we set the relevant threshold k at 50%; with these settings, the size cutoff for big would be 6, so that any object with size 6 or greater would count as big in C.

Franke et al. further assume that sequential adjectival modification, as in multi-adjective nom-

---

This focus is shared by Simonić (2018) and Scontras et al. (2019).
inals like *big blue box*, can trigger sequentially intersective updates to the context. This move has adjectives farther from the noun interpreted with respect to contexts that have already been restricted by any closer adjectives. Thus, a phrase like *big blue box* can be interpreted as characterizing the set of blue boxes that count as big for the blue boxes in $C$. In (2), we schematically represent this incremental semantic restriction for multi-adjective nominals with two adjectives.

(2) \[ [A_2 A_1 N] = [A_2] [A_1] [N \cap C] \]

For Franke et al., noise—what we described above in terms of differential communicative utility—enters at the level of perception as agents create their subjective representations of the discourse context. Whatever the true context, each agent arrives at their own representation. Crucially, more subjective properties (e.g., size) are assumed to more commonly lead to deviations between the true context and an agent’s representation. Because each conversational agent independently arrives at their own subjective representation of the context, more subjective properties more commonly lead to deviations between the two agents’ representations. Franke et al. propose that these deviations and our awareness of them contribute to an adjective’s perceived subjectivity.

With these assumptions in place, Franke et al. simulated 1,000,000 contexts (i.e., sets of potential referents) and recorded the probability of a listener correctly retrieving the intended referent on the basis subjective orderings (e.g., *big blue box*) vs. non-canonical reverse orderings (e.g., *blue big box*). By performing these comparisons, the authors compared two hypothetical groups of speakers, asking which has higher communicative success: the group using subjectivity-based orderings, or the group using the reverse orderings. The results clearly demonstrated that, on average, subjectivity-based orderings are more likely to lead to communicative success. Thus, the authors provide an evolutionary rationale for why natural languages prefer one ordering over another: subjectivity-based orderings are more conducive to our communicative aims. Crucially, this explanation does not require active reasoning comparing adjective subjectivity as speakers form their multi-adjective strings. Rather, certain orderings (i.e., the subjectivity-based ones) will turn out to be more useful to speakers in the long run, and so those orderings are more likely to stick around in the language. Language users will more commonly encounter those more useful subjectivity-based orderings, and so production can simply mirror the statistics of the input to yield robust subjectivity-based ordering preferences.

2.3. Predictions

We have a robust empirical generalization—subjectivity predicts adjective ordering preferences—and a proposal meant to explain the generalization—subjectivity-based adjective ordering maximizes communicative success. We now explore two predictions of this proposal, which we will test empirically below.

First, if communicative pressures deliver subjectivity-based ordering when adjectives incrementally restrict a nominal denotation, then we should find that these pressures apply whenever

---

4 This assumption is shared with Simonić (2018) and Scontras et al. (2019).

5 Here is a point where the assumptions of Franke et al. deviate from those of other authors. Simonić (2018), Hahn et al. (2018), and Scontras et al. (2019) build the noise associated with subjectivity directly into the semantics of adjectives.
we have configurations of adjectives that result in incremental semantic restriction. Specifically, we should find subjectivity-based adjective ordering preferences in both pre-nominal languages like English, where adjectives precede the modified noun, and in post-nominal languages like Spanish or Arabic, where adjectives follow the noun. Such structures are given schematically in (3).

(3) a. Pre-nominal structure:

```
big
  
blue
  
box
```

b. Post-nominal structure:

```
box
  
blue
  
big
```

Recall the explanation from Franke et al. (2019) above: in cases of restrictive modification, adjectives that compose with the nominal later will classify a smaller set of potential referents (e.g., the set of boxes vs. the set of blue boxes); to avoid alignment errors where a listener might mis-characterize the intended referent, speakers introduce the more error-prone (i.e., more subjective) adjectives later in the hierarchical construction of nominal structure; the structure linearizes such that subjectivity decreases the closer you get to the modified noun. Crucially, the explanation applies regardless of whether the noun precedes or follows the noun. In (3), either configuration has adjectives farther from the noun composing later and therefore operating over a restricted set of potential referents. Thus, with either configuration, we predict that communicative pressures should interact with the hierarchical structure of multi-adjective modification to deliver subjectivity-based preferences.

Second, we predict that subjectivity-based preferences should not arise in the absence of incremental semantic restriction. Put differently, whenever the hierarchical structure is such that adjectives are not composing sequentially with the modified nominal, communicative pressure toward subjectivity-based ordering should not apply. One structure that disrupts incremental semantic restriction is multi-adjective strings formed via conjunction, as in (4).

(4) Conjoined structure:

```
big
  
and
  
blue
  
box
```

With conjunction, the adjectives make their semantic contribution (i.e., restriction of the relevant context) together after they are conjoined, so pressures mediating the order in which adjectives make that contribution should not apply. Indeed, conjunction has been claimed to neutralize ordering preferences in English (e.g., Ford and Olson, 1975; Byrne, 1979), leading to the acceptability of otherwise unacceptable orderings. For example, while we might strongly disprefer blue big box, the same ordering formed via conjunction should be acceptable: blue and big box.

The remainder of the paper explores the predictions of this reference-resolution story for subjectivity-based preferences by examining adjective ordering cross-linguistically: when adjectives incrementally restrict a nominal denotation, there should be pressure toward subjectivity-based
orderings, but, in the absence of incremental restriction, such pressures should not obtain.

3. Testing the predictions

3.1. Tagalog

We begin with a look at Tagalog, a pre-nominal language where adjectives require a linking particle (-ng/na) to participate in modification structures (Foley, 1975; Rubin, 1994). An example multi-adjective nominal appears in (5); note the obligatory presence of LINKER.

(5) malaki-ng asul na mesa
   big-LK blue LK desk
   ‘big blue desk’

Tagalog’s LINKER appears in the presence of modification; some have analyzed the semantic contribution of LINKER similarly to that of conjunction, as in (6) (Rubin, 1994; Scontras and Nicolae, 2014).

(6) a. \[[\text{LINKER}]=\lambda P\lambda Q\lambda x. P(x) \land Q(x)\]
   b. 
      \[
      \begin{array}{c}
      \text{XP} \\
      \text{ModP} \quad \text{XP} \\
      \text{YP} \quad \text{Mod}^0 \quad \text{YP} \\
      \text{...} \\
      \text{LK} \\
      \end{array}
      \]

As noted above, in English, conjunction has been claimed to neutralize adjective ordering preferences. We might therefore expect that Tagalog’s LINKER, with its conjunction-like semantics, also neutralizes ordering preferences. However, even if LINKER discharges the semantics of modification, adjectives still compose incrementally with the nominal. In (7), it is still the case that adjectives closer to the noun restrict the nominal denotation before adjectives that are farther away. If subjectivity-based preferences derive from incremental semantic restriction, these preferences should surface in Tagalog.

(7) 

We therefore set out to determine (i) whether Tagalog possesses ordering preferences in the presence of LINKER, and, if so, (ii) whether subjectivity predicts those preferences.

The material in this section summarizes the findings of Samonte and Scontras (2019).
Figure 3: Tagalog naturalness ratings grouped by adjective semantic class. Higher values indicate that a class’s adjectives are preferred farther from the modified noun; lower values indicate that a class’s adjectives are preferred closer. The dashed line indicates chance level, or the absence of stable preferences. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals drawn from 10,000 samples of the data.

3.1.1. Measuring preferences

We replicated Experiment 1: Ordering preferences from Scontras et al. (2017) using Tagalog translations of the original English materials.7

Participants. We recruited 90 participants through Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk. On the basis of their responses to a post-test questionnaire, 24 Tagalog-speaking participants were identified; we include their data in the analyses reported below.

Procedure. Participants indicated their preferences for pairs of multi-adjective strings formed from 26 unique adjectives from seven semantic classes paired with ten nouns; the pairs differed on the relative order of the adjectives (e.g., malaking asul na mesa ‘big blue desk’ vs. asul na malaking mesa ‘blue big desk’). On each trial, adjectives and nouns were randomly chosen, with the constraint that the two adjectives were from different semantic classes. Participants completed a series of 26 trials.

Results. We averaged across participants’ ratings to calculate a single preferred-distance measure for each adjective; values ranged from 0 (always preferred closest to the noun) to 1 (always preferred farthest from the noun). Figure 3 plots the preferred-distance measures grouped by adjective class. All but the age adjectives deviate significantly from the random baseline (i.e., from 0.5), suggesting that Tagalog does indeed have stable preferences: some adjectives are reliably preferred closer to the noun, while others are reliably preferred farther away. Thus, we find strong evidence in support of stable ordering preferences in Tagalog, despite the obligatory LINKER.

7See Samonte and Scontras (2019) for the full details of the materials.
3.1.2. Measuring subjectivity

We next measured adjective subjectivity in Tagalog using a faultless disagreement task (cf. Expt. 1: *Faultless disagreement validation* from Scontras et al., 2017): to the extent that two speakers can be right while disagreeing about a property, the property admits that degree of faultless disagreement, which indexes adjective subjectivity.

**Participants.** We recruited 45 participants through Mechanical Turk; participants who had taken part in the ordering preferences experiment were not eligible. We identified eleven Tagalog speakers on the basis of their responses to a post-test questionnaire.

**Procedure.** Participants encountered a series of dialogues in which two speakers disagreed about a property description (e.g., whether or not some desk was 'blue'). The task was to determine whether the two speakers could both be right while disagreeing (i.e., whether they could faultlessly disagree), or whether one speaker must be wrong. Participants completed a series of 26 trials, one for each of the adjectives tested in the ordering preferences experiment.

**Results.** Responses ranged from 0 (‘only one can be right’) to 1 (‘yes, it depends on what you believe’). For each adjective, we computed a mean faultless disagreement score by averaging across participants’ responses. We will use these subjectivity scores in the following subjection.

3.1.3. Comparing ordering preferences with subjectivity

With measures of the Tagalog ordering preferences and adjective subjectivity, we can ask whether subjectivity predicts those ordering preferences. Figure 4 plots ordering preferences against subjectivity scores for each of the 26 adjectives tested. There, we see that in Tagalog, as in English, subjectivity is a reliable predictor of individual adjective ordering preferences. Despite using diverging strategies to form modification structures, in both languages adjectives compose incrementally with the modified noun, which leads to subjectivity-based ordering preferences.

3.2. Spanish

We turn next to Spanish, where multi-adjective strings are post-nominal and commonly formed via conjunction (e.g., *el escritorio grande y azul* ‘the big and blue desk’). Some adjectives may occur pre-nominally; however, this strategy is not fully productive in the language. We therefore focused only on post-nominal multi-adjective strings. To investigate ordering preferences in Spanish, we replicated the methodology from Scontras et al. (2017) using Spanish translations of the English materials. Given that many speakers express a preference for multi-adjective strings formed via conjunction, we ran two separate ordering preferences experiments, with and without conjunction.

---

8 Portions of the material in this section summarize the findings of Rosales Jr. and Scontras (2019); the conjunction-free results are novel.
9 See Rosales Jr. and Scontras (2019) for full details.
Figure 4: Tagalog ordering preferences plotted against subjectivity scores for each of the 26 adjectives tested. Subjectivity accounts for 54% of the variance in the ordering preferences ($r^2 = 0.54$, 95% CI = [0.22, 0.74]).

3.2.1. Measuring preferences with conjunction

We replicated the ordering preferences experiment described above for Tagalog, here using Spanish materials that always featured conjunction in the formation of multi-adjective strings.

Participants. We recruited 224 participants through Mechanical Turk; 48 were identified as native speakers of Spanish on the basis of a post-test questionnaire.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to the Tagalog ordering preferences experiment with the exception that adjectives were conjoined to form multi-adjective strings.

Results. Figure 5 plots average preferred-distance measures grouped by adjective class. We see that for all but one of the classes (i.e., the quality adjectives), participants did not provide systematic ratings that would evidence stable ordering preferences. In other words, from their responses we see that participants do not have clear preferences to place certain classes of adjectives closer or farther from the modified noun; we find a similar pattern at the level of individual adjectives.

3.2.2. Measuring preferences without conjunction

Although our consultants indicated a preference to use conjunction in multi-adjective strings, after publishing the initial results in Rosales Jr. and Scontras (2019), we learned that some speakers do not consider conjunction necessary for forming multi-adjective strings. Therefore, we repeated the Spanish ordering preferences experiment, this time without conjunction between the relevant adjectives.

Participants. We recruited 180 participants through Mechanical Turk, of which 22 were identified as native speakers of Spanish on the basis of a post-test questionnaire.
Figure 5: Spanish naturalness ratings for conjoined strings grouped by adjective semantic class.

Figure 6: Spanish naturalness ratings for strings without conjunction grouped by adjective semantic class.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to the Spanish ordering preferences experiment above, with the exception that here we measured preferences for multi-adjective strings without conjunction.

Results. Figure 6 plots average preferred-distance measures. In contrast to the results in Figure 5, without conjunction we see clear evidence of ordering preferences in Spanish: certain classes are preferred closer to the noun (i.e., size, age), and others are preferred farther away (i.e., nationality, color).

3.2.3. Measuring subjectivity

To measure subjectivity, we replicated the faultless disagreement task using Spanish materials.

Participants. We recruited 106 participants through Mechanical Turk; 21 participants were identified as native speakers of Spanish.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to the faultless disagreement experiment described
Figure 7: Spanish ordering preferences plotted against subjectivity scores for each of the 26 adjectives tested. *Left*: ordering preferences with conjunction; subjectivity accounts for 1% of the variance in the ordering preferences ($r^2 = 0.01$, 95% CI = [0.00, 0.06]).  *Right*: ordering preferences without conjunction; subjectivity accounts for 56% of the variance in the ordering preferences ($r^2 = 0.56$, 95% CI = [0.23, 0.73]).

above, with Spanish translations of the instructions and test items. For each of the 26 adjectives tested, we computed a mean faultless disagreement score, which we use below to compare with the ordering preferences that were measured.

*Comparing ordering preferences with subjectivity.* We have two cases to check: first, ordering preferences with conjunction, and second, ordering preferences without conjunction. With conjunction, subjectivity fails to predict ordering preferences (Figure 7, left). This prediction failure arises because, as we saw above, there are no ordering preferences to predict in Spanish when multi-adjective strings are formed via conjunction. In contrast, without conjunction, subjectivity is a robust predictor of ordering preferences (Figure 7, right). We therefore find the prediction regarding conjunction borne out: conjunction neutralizes ordering preferences, at least in Spanish. Without conjunction, we find subjectivity-based ordering preferences post-nominally, a finding also in line with the predictions of incremental semantic restriction as a driver of subjectivity-based preferences.

### 3.3. Arabic

While Spanish stands apart with its preference for conjunction in multi-adjective strings, it also stands apart—at least relative to English and Tagalog—with its post-nominal adjectives. Here we test another language with post-nominal adjectives: Arabic.\(^{10}\) Unlike Spanish, Arabic speakers do not report a general preference for conjunction in multi-adjective strings.

\(^{10}\)The material in this section summarizes portions of the findings from Kachakeche and Scontras (2020).
3.3.1. Measuring preferences

We replicated the ordering preferences experiment (without conjunction) using Arabic translations of the English materials. Given that participants indicated preferences for written strings, testing proceeded using Modern Standard Arabic.

Participants. We recruited 135 participants through Mechanical Turk; 24 were identified as native speakers of Arabic on the basis of a post-test questionnaire.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to the ordering preferences experiments presented above, with the exception that instructions and materials appeared in Arabic.

Results. Figure 8 plots average preferred-distance measures, demonstrating clear evidence of stable ordering preferences in Arabic: some classes of adjectives are preferred farther from the noun, while others are preferred closer.

3.3.2. Measuring subjectivity

To measure subjectivity, we replicated the faultless disagreement task using Arabic materials.

Participants. We recruited 135 participants through Mechanical Turk; 16 were identified as native speakers of Arabic.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to the faultless disagreement experiments described above, with Arabic translations of the instructions and test items. For each adjective, we computed a mean faultless disagreement score by averaging participants’ responses.

Comparing ordering preferences with subjectivity. Figure 9 plots adjective ordering preferences against the mean subjectivity scores for each of the adjectives tested. In Arabic, subjectivity is a robust predictor of adjective ordering preferences, thereby further confirming the prediction that subjectivity-based ordering preferences should arise whenever the hierarchical structure of modification supports them, whether pre- or post-nominally.

11See Kachakeche and Scontras (2020) for details.
Figure 9: Arabic ordering preferences plotted against subjectivity scores for each of the 25 adjectives tested. Subjectivity accounts for 76% of the variance in the ordering preferences ($r^2 = 0.76$, 95% CI = [0.57, 0.88]).

3.4. English conjunction

So far, we have found clear evidence of stable ordering preferences despite the obligatory presence of LINKER in Tagalog, stable ordering preferences in post-nominal strings in both Spanish and Arabic, and no ordering preferences in the presence of conjunction in Spanish. With the results concerning the absence of stable preferences with conjunction in Spanish, we set out to confirm reports in the literature that conjunction neutralizes ordering preferences also in English (Ford and Olson, 1975; Byrne, 1979).

3.4.1. Measuring preferences

We re-ran the English ordering preferences experiment from Scontras et al. (2017), this time conjoining adjectives in multi-adjective strings.

Participants. We recruited 50 participants through Mechanical Turk; 49 were identified as native speakers of English.

Procedure. The experiment was a direct replication of the ordering preferences experiment from Scontras et al., with the exception that participants rated multi-adjective strings formed with conjunction.

Results. Figure 10 plots average preferred-distance measures. Unlike in Spanish, English speakers continue to have stable ordering preferences even with conjunction. Moreover, the English conjunction ratings closely replicate the qualitative results from the conjunction-free baseline observed by Scontras et al.
3.4.2. Comparing ordering preferences with subjectivity as measured by Scontras et al. (2017)

Having documented stable ordering preferences with conjunction in English, next we check the extent to which subjectivity predicts those preferences. To do so, we used the subjectivity scores measured by Scontras et al.; as Figure 11 shows, subjectivity continues to be a robust predictor of ordering preferences with conjunction in English ($r^2 = 0.68$; 95% CI [0.45, 0.80]). This finding stands at odds with our finding that conjunction neutralizes ordering preferences in Spanish, as well as with previous claims about the role of conjunction in English ordering preferences (Ford and Olson, 1975; Byrne, 1979). However, it is true that ordering preferences are less robust with conjunction than without it: as Figure 11 shows, while subjectivity accounts for 68% of the variance in the conjunction preferences, it accounts for 85% of the variance in preferences without conjunction, in large part because the preferences without conjunction are more extreme.

4. Discussion

The explanation for subjectivity-based adjective ordering preferences in terms of incremental semantic restriction (Simonić, 2018; Franke et al., 2019; Scontras et al., 2019) makes clear predictions about where we should expect to find communicative pressure toward these preferences. First, whenever adjectives incrementally restrict a nominal denotation—whether pre- or post-nominally—there should be pressure toward subjectivity-based ordering. Second, in the absence of incremental semantic restriction—as in the case of conjoined adjectives—such pressures should not obtain. In this paper, we set out to test both sets of predictions using cross-linguistic data obtained in a series of eight experiments.

First, regarding where we should expect to find preferences, we tested pre-nominal adjectives in Tagalog formed with the obligatory LINKER. Even if LINKER receives a semantics similar to conjunction, as some have proposed (Rubin, 1994; Scontras and Nicolae, 2014), its structure is such that adjectives compose incrementally with the nominal: adjectives closer to the modified noun restrict the nominal denotation before adjectives that are farther away. Thus, we should expect that speakers prefer to use less error-prone, less subjective adjectives earlier in this incremental process, and, indeed, we found just this pattern: in Tagalog, speakers have robust
Figure 11: English ordering preferences plotted against subjectivity scores for each of the 26 adjectives tested. Left: ordering preferences with conjunction; subjectivity accounts for 68% of the variance in the ordering preferences ($r^2 = 0.68$, 95% CI = [0.45, 0.80]). Right: ordering preferences without conjunction from Scontras et al. (2017); subjectivity accounts for 85% of the variance in the ordering preferences ($r^2 = 0.85$, 95% CI = [0.75, 0.90]).

subjectivity-based adjective ordering preferences.

We should also expect to find subjectivity-based adjective ordering preferences in languages with post-nominal adjectives where linear distance tracks the hierarchical structure of semantic composition, for example in Spanish and Arabic. We found straightforward evidence of post-nominal subjectivity-based ordering preferences in Arabic. We also found such preferences in Spanish. However, in Spanish, the empirical picture is complicated by a preference for conjunction in multi-adjective strings. Only in strings formed without conjunction do we find stable ordering preferences.

The point about conjunction confirms our second prediction regarding where we should not expect to find subjectivity-based ordering preferences. In Spanish, conjunction neutralizes ordering preferences. This effect makes sense if the pressure for ordering preferences comes from a desire to compose less subjective adjectives earlier with the modified noun; with conjunction, as in (4), the adjectives make their semantic contribution together after they are conjoined, so pressures mediating the order in which adjectives compose cannot apply. (It is not clear how one would explain this result under a memory-based ordering account, given that relative distance is preserved with conjunction; pace Hahn et al., 2018.)

But the story on conjunction does not end there. In English, preferences weaken but persist in the presence of conjunction. One way to understand the English result is that in languages where multi-adjective strings optionally feature conjunction (as in English), the regularity introduced in conjunction-less strings can bleed over to strings with conjunction. English speakers thus internalize the statistical ordering regularity from non-conjoined adjective strings and use that knowledge to inform preferences for conjoined strings. In Spanish, where speakers commonly prefer conjunction in multi-adjective strings, there may be less of a source for an ordering regularity—conjunction-free strings are dispreferred and therefore occur less frequently—that could be extended by analogy to the conjoined strings.
Before concluding, there is one more point that warrants comment. While we have focused on the similarities across languages in terms of subjectivity-based ordering preferences, there are also differences in our results. Some languages exhibit a stronger correlation between their ordering preferences and adjective subjectivity (e.g., Arabic, English), while others exhibit weaker correlations (e.g., Tagalog, Spanish). At the level of adjective classes, we find qualitative differences in ordering preferences across languages. While these differences no doubt arise in part because of the idiosyncratic details of our studies (e.g., noise in our data introduced by the availability of subjects), there are likely other, more meaningful factors as well. For example, if we follow Franke et al. (2019) in assuming that ordering preferences develop as speakers internalize the statistical regularities of their input, if the input contains fewer multi-adjective strings, there will be less data to serve in the formation of preferences, and so we might predict weaker preferences overall—a possibility in the case of the weaker preferences observed in conjunction-free strings in Spanish. We leave it to future research to more fully explore this issue.

5. Conclusion

Our results provide further support for the empirical generalization concerning subjectivity in adjective-ordering preferences, as well as support for the role of incremental semantic restriction in subjectivity-based ordering preferences. In Tagalog and Arabic, where adjectives incrementally restrict the nominal denotation, we find subjectivity-based preferences regardless of whether adjectives appear with linking particles or whether they appear pre- or post-nominally. In Spanish, the presence of subjectivity-based preferences depends on whether multi-adjective strings are formed via conjunction: only without conjunction do we find stable ordering preferences in Spanish, and those preferences track adjective subjectivity. Thus, when conjunction disrupts the hierarchical structure that would deliver incremental restriction, pressure toward subjectivity-based ordering disappears. The complicating factor is the picture from English, where preferences weaken but persist with conjunction, suggesting that the regularity introduced in conjunction-less strings can bleed over to strings with conjunction if there exists sufficient support in the input.
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